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Abstract

The European Refugee Crisis was a demographic phenomenon which led millions

of relatively low-skilled young refugees to flee from the Middle East and Africa into

nearby Europe, with a large proportion going into countries with highly developed

economies such as Germany and Sweden. This paper examines the extent to which

refugees have integrated into the host labor markets since their arrival and the efforts

of the host nations to successfully assimilate them in order to make them productive

citizens. With consideration of demographic factors such as refugee age distributions,

language adoption, and fertility rates, the analysis indicates that the refugees will cause

a positive net effect of 0.8 percent and 1.3 percent on the GDP of Germany and Sweden

respectively.
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1 Introduction

From 2015 to 2017, nearly 3.5 million people were displaced from Africa and the Middle

East into Europe in the European Migrant Crisis. A few notable characteristics of this

refugee population are that more than 50% are under the age of 25, average education levels

and work experience are significantly lower than those of native Europeans, and roughly

two-thirds are male. Two countries in particular, Germany and Sweden, accepted unusually

large numbers of refugees relative to their respective populations. By 2017, the percentage

of each countries’ population which consisted of refugees from this episode exceeded 2%.

For perspective, in that time period, Germany had natural population growth of -0.6% and

Sweden 0.7%. These relatively low-skilled immigrants entered those two countries which, in

contrast, have skilled labor forces, very highly developed industrialized economies, and strong

education infrastructures.

Several critical characteristics of the recent refugee crisis differentiate it from other recent

mass migration waves, such as that following the dissolution of Yugoslavia in the 1990s,

which prevent us from extrapolating from those episodes to provide predictions of the likely

outcomes. For one, in the past decade, many highly developed countries such as Germany

and Sweden have experienced decreasing birth rates, low enough relative to stable death

rates to yield natural population decline. This leads to stagnating economic growth, so these

countries may be more willing to accept low-skilled immigrants in order to fill jobs in their

economies which would otherwise go vacant. These countries, with their aging populations,

are also attracted by the youth of the recent immigrant cohorts. Second, the ratio of refugees

to native population post-migration is much higher than in previous immigration phenomena.

For instance, in Sweden, about 2.3% of the entire population consists of refugees who entered

between 2015 and 2017.

Despite the attraction of the new immigrants in boosting economic growth and coun-

teracting population aging, the host countries face significant challenges in attempting to
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integrate them due to their lack of language and vocational skills. Integration requires large

investments in education and vocational programs to assist the refugees. These large upfront

costs are important, as they imply negative financial returns to the host country, at least in

the short run. That the refugees’ demographics are so different from those of native citizens’

means integration per immigrant is more costly both in time and financial commitment

compared to, say, a Belgian seeking a new career in Paris.

The relative size of the immigrant group, its youth, and its lack of skills raise significant

questions to be investigated. The first task is to quantify the economic and demographic

status of the recent wave of refugees in Germany and Sweden. To place the experience of

these two countries in perspective, I review the research of others in the general immigration

literature regarding its effects on wages, labor productivity, and unemployment rates. I

will attempt to quantify the magnitude of investments in education and vocational training

and assess their efficacy thus far in integrating the immigrants. Thus far, how many of the

migrants have made the transition from economic limbo to sustained employment, which

occupations have they entered, and what evidence exists on the effects of their transition into

employment on the wage and employment rates of native workers? Looking forward from the

immediate transition of the last several years, what does progress so far imply for the longer

term outcome over the next two decades?

2 Literature Review

The natural approach to studying the economic effects of the refugee crisis is to analyze

previous mass migration phenomena and the subsequent literature written about each to

uncover useful insights towards answering our questions. I plan to survey literature written

on migration phenomena in which the immigration population and native population are

sufficiently different. Because the refugees in the recent European crisis generally have less
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education and fewer skills and are unfamiliar with European cultures and languages, they

face enormous obstacles to assimilating into host nations even after their physical migration.

Consequently, we can make apt comparisons only with migration phenomena where such

obstacles also exist.

Another factor which determines our ability to draw comparisons from a previous

migration phenomenon is its size relative to the host country’s population. Firstly, effects of

a small number of migrants are very difficult to isolate from random noise in large economies.

A migration wave should involve at least as many migrants as one-half of one percent of the

native population for it to be considered in answering our questions. We need to be able to

study immigration effects without measurement error concerns. Moreover, we should not

assume that economic effects scale linearly with the proportion of immigrants to natives.

In other words, if immigration causes the total population to grow by 0.1% and leads to

2,000 new jobs created, we cannot say a priori if the population grew by 1% instead, 20,000

new jobs would have been created. We should be hesitant to extrapolate results past one

order of magnitude. For reference, roughly 2% of Germany and Sweden’s populations are

refugees from the recent crisis, and roughly 0.7% of the US population is immigrants from

Latin America who entered during the same time.

Given these parameters, I will primarily focus on the low-skilled immigration into the

US from Mexico and various migration waves following the fall of the USSR. Literature

written about migration to the United States and Europe is plentiful, and it appears that

the dominant issue presented by most papers is the effect of immigration on wages.

2.1 Low-skilled Immigration into the US

One of the most significant migration patterns in history is the ongoing migration from

Mexico into the United States. Economists have long studied this migration wave and its

consequences in part because it involves the world’s largest economy, the United States, but
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also because of the skill disparity between Mexican migrants and US natives and the high

concentration migration to the West and Southwest regions of the country.

Historically, immigration to the United States has come in long cycles. At least over

the past 150 years, demand to move to America has always been high, but the federal

government has varied its immigration policy based on economic and political conditions

and on public sentiment. For instance, the largest US immigration slowdown began on the

eve of World War I when potential European migrants feared German U-boats would sink

their passenger ships en route to America. Later, the US embraced its isolationist attitude

by passing legislation such as the Immigration Acts of 1917 and 1924 which added literacy

requirements and country-specific quotas respectively. The Great Depression, World War

II, and the Korean War propagated further “closed-door” policies. Then, as a by-product

of the Civil Rights Movement, the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 removed racial

quotas, reopened immigration opportunities, and in turn, eased federal opposition to illegal

immigration. This formed the basis for modern immigration literature and especially for

research on the effects of low-skilled immigration. Demographers estimate there are twenty

million foreign-born Mexicans living in the United States now. Though in recent years

Congress enacted new legislation to deter some immigration such as by penalizing employers

hiring illegal immigrants and gave states more rights to control their own borders and labor

laws, the flow of Mexican immigrants remained strong from 1965 to 2008.

Barry Chiswick (1978) analyzes the wages of immigrants on their years of education

and employment experience and on their years of residence in the United States. With his

cross-section regression, Chiswick discovers immigrants with the same years of education and

experience earn lower wages than native workers for their first decade post-migration. However,

they display greater wage growth throughout their careers; in Chiswick’s study, most matched

native wages within fifteen years and many saw high growth sustained thereafter. This latter

result is particularly surprising because it suggests immigrants can not only adapt to new
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labor conditions and overcome barriers like discriminatory hiring and language requirements

but also sustain high productivity growth relative to their native worker counterparts. To

explain this result, Chiswick contends that if an immigration wave is motivated by economic

incentives such as better standard of living, then the immigrants comprise a self-selected,

highly motivated subset of the originating country’s population. Without an effective way to

determine motivation of individuals, we cannot confirm nor refute whether the wage gains of

immigrants were due to any particular motivation. This issue is common to all research in

immigration economics, so others have tried to control for or instrument this unobservable

variable.

Though Chiswick’s research laid groundwork for a decade of immigration literature,

George Borjas (1985) challenges Chiswick’s results by claiming the cross-section of worker

wages does not aptly show that immigrant earnings grow so significantly over time. Instead,

Borjas suggests the immigrant populations who moved in each year of the cross-section data

may be inherently different from one another in ways not captured originally. Perhaps the

best immigrants in terms of unmeasurable variables like motivation are the earliest movers to

countries with better economic conditions. That would lead to weaker migrant populations

each year irrespective of their education or work experience. Then, analysis of the wages of

immigrants in a cross-section dataset would show high growth because the earlier entrants

were simply better workers. Furthermore, Borjas raises the concern of selection bias through

migrants choosing to return to their native countries. Census data during the time of this

study implied nearly 20% of migrants each decade emigrated by the end of the decade.

Applying this figure to Chiswick’s cross-section data, the migrant population from 1950 he

studied only includes those who already found success in assimilating to the American labor

environment whereas the newest populations, say those from 1970 onward, still comprise

both the successful and unsuccessful subgroups. This bias also contributes to the observed

high immigrant wage growth rates.
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In searching for a better understanding of immigrant performance in new economies,

Borjas (1994) examines wage differentials between immigrants and natives and between

immigrants and ethnically similar natives. By considering individuals based on age groups

and education levels and studying longitudinal data rather than cross-sectional, he fails to

find evidence of wage convergence in either comparison. Only the youngest migrants who

arrived in the earliest migrant waves displayed higher wages than natives. Other groups

experience negative wage differentials ranging between 5% to 35%. In fact, rather than

supporting the original hypothesis that immigrant wages overtake native wages with time,

Borjas addresses a concern of immigration that native worker wages are directly diminished

by growth of local immigrant populations. With his model involving skilled and unskilled

labor supply, their respective wages, and separated demand schedules for a one-good market,

Borjas reaches a result consistent with those of other economists using different approaches:

labor markets seem to be flexible enough as to effectively integrate low-skilled immigrants

while yielding negligible changes to average native wages. However, he shows that if the

proportion of unskilled workers in a migration flow exceeds that of the existing labor markets,

the wage differential between skilled and unskilled labor should increase. Because our actual

observations of this wage differential are smaller than the theoretical difference, Borjas

suggests we must be missing some critical understanding of how exactly immigrants affect

native worker wages and opportunities.

Borjas (2003) continues with a more detailed study on the partitioned education-

experience skill groups to more precisely estimate the elasticity of the labor demand curve.

To be specific, four education and eight experience categories are defined, yielding thirty-two

education-experience cells. He builds upon previous models by theorizing a labor market

model in which workers in different skill groups participate in a national labor market but

are imperfect substitutes, even if they share the same education level. This model implies

that the experience level plays a key role in determining substitutability. Note that natives

and immigrants in the same skill group are considered perfect substitutes. An immediate
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observation Borjas makes is the flow of immigrants in each age-education group is both

unequal and variable over time. In particular, the flow varies far more than that of native

workers, who exhibit less volatile labor market entry and exit in each education-experience

group. This erratic flow may be a factor to explain the seemingly perfectly elastic labor

demand; if only a few education-experience submarkets are greatly impacted at any time,

their effects may be shrouded by our usual studies of population statistics like the grand

mean. With further analysis, Borjas ascertains that the true wage elasticity with more proper

worker skill definition is -0.40, meaning a 10 percent labor supply shock reduces earnings by

about 4 percent. Still, this result yet again raises question to the observed and theoretical

wage effects since observed average wages remain constant or grow ceteris paribus.

To solve this problem, Giovanni Peri (2009) researches immigrant effects on productivity

by analyzing wage and total factor production data between states with varying magnitudes

of Mexican immigrants. He assumes a Cobb-Douglas production function which decomposes

the original labor input variable into aggregate hours worked and an index of skill intensity.

Transforming this model yields that increases in output per person can be attributed to

contributions by the capital-output ratio, total factor productivity, average hours worked,

and factor surprises in the skill-intensity index. The main advantage of this approach is it

allows Peri to identify skilled and unskilled productivity changes due to immigration. By

instrumenting for total factor productivity and the skill-bias of productivity, Peri defines

an immigrant flow variable which is exogenous to productivity, employment, and physical

capital, thereby alleviating some regression biases presented by his contemporaries. There is a

major assumption lying within Peri’s current approach which must be confirmed with future

research: capital stock is only reported on the national level, so this method supposes each

state holds capital stock proportional to its value added in each industry. Nevertheless, Peri

confirms that immigrants do not crowd-out native worker employment since they bring more

efficient specialization of manual-intensive and communication-intensive tasks. Their generally

low-skilled labor would suggest automatic gains in employment and a decline in wages, but
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Mexican immigrants are able to increase total productivity so much so that average wages

increase. In fact, an increase of employment due to immigration of 1% yields an increase

in average income of 0.5%. The growth in total productivity can be explained by the large

differences in production used in low-skilled labor. For instance, agriculture generally has

one goal which is to maximize crop yield, but techniques to improve yield have developed

around the world independent from each other such as terraced irrigation, crop rotation, and

semi-annual harvesting of specific crops. Then, as migration spread different people around

the world, we combined these techniques to increase total productivity. Importantly, the

bulk of efficiency gains come from growth in unskilled labor which is useful for studying the

European refugee crisis.

2.2 Low-skilled Immigration into Europe

Next, I will discuss to what extent we can apply research on US immigration to the

European Refugee Crisis. European immigration differs from American immigration in the

sense that migration waves are typically propagated by large-scale events. That is, many

people choose to immigrate for reasons such as escaping war or political instability rather

than for the economic reasons that we assumed for low-skilled migrants entering the US. This

leads to several key characteristics to consider when interpreting the results of European

migration. First, we expect to see large migration flows in response to global phenomena.

In this sense, it can be easier to study effects of specific phenomenon as we can directly

observe economic conditions before and after the event occurs. Second, as migration is not

necessarily economically stimulated, we should not assume that migrants are significantly

more motivated workers than their peers who choose to stay. Instead, we might choose

to assume migrants come from better socioeconomic backgrounds because they have the

resources to move during tumultuous times. Although being more motivated and coming

from a better background both lead to higher immigrant wages, it is important to distinguish
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the underlying reason. Third, the immigrants, often refugees, may not share the luxury of

residing in communities with familiar language and culture like Mexican migrants in America.

One reason is European countries’ populations are, on average, much more homogenous

than the United States’ population, so foreigners may not have already-existing cultural

communities they can readily move to. This means assimilation is more difficult and more

costly since skill in the native language is more important to successful employment.

On the motivation for migration to Europe, Rotte (1998) focuses on immigrants from 86

Less-Developed Countries (LDCs) in Asia and Africa to Germany. His method is to study

the wage differential between originating countries and the host country, Germany, over a

panel dataset to determine whether economic opportunity sufficiently explains the migration

flow from 1981 to 1995. From initial research, other economists note that an inverse u-shaped

relationship exists between a country’s development and its out-migration. Said differently,

net negative migration flow is maximized in countries with moderate development. Rotte’s

analysis estimates that generally, this relationship between development and out-migration

holds well, but as expected, the importance of economic aspects is greatly diminished for

the migrants further classified as “refugees”. Moreover, analysis of the political situations

exemplify that high political terror, which is when a leader uses extreme force and violence

to accomplish their own goals, is the dominant factor for people to emigrate away to safer

countries, confirming our belief of political motivation to migrate. However, political rights

and freedom were not significant motivators, so Rotte concludes that immigration can be

primarily explained by the political environment only during times of high tension like civil

war.

With fifty years of West and East Germany diverging post-World War II, their sudden

reunification offers an opportunity to study a large-scale natural experiment on labor market

shocks. Brücker and Jahn (2009) implement a general equilibrium framework which simulta-

neously considers the wage and employment effects of migration to Germany for different
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worker groups. Thus, the relationship studied involves the wage-setting curve. Rather than

identifying the impact of immigration on unemployment and on wages individually, this

approach returns insights on the cross effects of labor supply changes. Brücker and Jahn

assume a production function with constant returns to scale in which the wage for each

worker group is a monotonically decreasing function in unemployment rate. Additionally, this

research does not rely on native and immigrants being defined in advance as either perfect or

imperfect substitutes which better represents our true understanding of their relationship.

Brücker and Jahn find that the elasticity of the wage-setting curve varies between segments

of the labor market with high elasticity for those with university education and limited work

experience and low elasticity for those with vocational degrees and extensive work experience.

Empirical data of German immigration from 1980 to 2004 shows that an increase in the labor

force of 1 percent due to immigration increases unemployment by less than 0.1 percent and

suppresses wages by roughly 0.1 percent.

D’Amuri, et al (2010) direct their focus to adverse effects of new migrants on the economic

status of previous immigrants in Western Germany following the reunification. They adopt

the approach of Borjas (2003) and add additional considerations such as imperfect native-

immigrant substitution and labor market rigidity. Market rigidity refers to the difficulty of

reducing wages in Germany due to its strong labor unions. Employers can instead choose to

hire fewer workers to produce the same output rather than paying lower wages to hire less

productive workers. D’Amuri, et al add another parameter to worker groups, age, though

they do not motivate this change from the education-experience partition used by their peers.

By supposing a model in which new immigrants compete directly against previous immigrants

with the same education level, work experience, and age, the authors find again that new

immigrants do not crowd out either native workers or previous immigrants. However, there is

a significant decrease in average wages of previous immigrants. If these results are accurate,

they imply the labor market designates a specific submarket for immigrants since immigrants

and natives appear to be imperfect substitutes while new immigrants and old immigrants
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exhibit perfect substitutability.

To effectively assimilate immigrants into a new cultural, political, and economic environ-

ment, every country designs an integration policy, and in Europe, these can range in financial

commitment from a brief mandatory language course to lengthy university study programs

and dedicated job centers. So, Büchel and Frick (2005) analyze panel data for eight countries

in the European Union to determine policy efficacy by new immigrants’ pre-tax income and

their relative change in income position after redistribution processes such as social insurance.

For a policy to be deemed successful, that country’s immigrants should be able to attain equal

footing in their income distribution compared to their native counterparts with the same

education and experience. Furthermore, they should do so without a significant negative

impact on a host country’s existing labor market structure. This study finds the heterogenous

entry conditions do not lead to substantial differences in socioeconomic status for migrants

in different countries. In comparing types of policies, Büchel and Frick label countries as

“Social Democratic”, “Liberal”, or “Conservative” (in the European sense). Their results

indicate that only in Denmark (Social Democratic) and West Germany (Conservative) are the

immigrants net takers of social welfare and government assistance programs. Since there are

other countries in the study with these labels where immigrants are instead net payers, there

is insufficient evidence that immigrants generally benefit from the current integration policies

at the expense of natives. Additionally, this suggests that the expenditure on integration

programs is only one factor in predicting their efficacy. In the end, this result is consistent

with Borjas, Peri, D’Amuri, and Ottaviano’s elastic labor demand findings as immigrants can

end up as net payers or net takers irrespective of the studied variables.
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3 European Refugee Crisis

Low-skilled immigration into the European Union from less developed countries consisted

of a meaningful and steady flow of roughly two hundred thousand asylum-seeking applications

annually in the decade leading up to 2015. The refugee crisis is defined by the sudden increase

to 1.4 million in 2015. This increase was sustained through 2016, and in 2017 and 2018, the

European Union received about seven hundred thousand application each year. As the rate

of asylum requests remains more than three times the pre-crisis level, the crisis is ongoing,

although flow into the highest developed countries slowed significantly after 2017.

3.1 Causes

Leading up to the spike of migration in 2015 were three critical events which contributed

to triggering the crisis. First and most notably, Syrian President al-Assad began the Syrian

Civil War following the Arab Spring Protests in 2011. While protesters called for the

president’s removal due to the undemocratic nature of the political system, the government

violently subdued reformation efforts. The resulting civil war is ongoing and now involves

several nations in the Middle East as well as Russia, the United States, the United Kingdom,

and France. For its use of powerful artillery, explosives, and chemical weapons against the

opposition forces, the Syrian government propelled the country to the highest level of political

terror, sharing this classification with fewer than fifteen other nations in the world (PTS).

Consistent with the literature, it was not lack of political freedom or rights which galvanized

the crisis but instead the civil war itself. The United Nations estimates that more than

one-quarter of Syria’s pre-war population of 22 million consists of refugees living in other

countries.

However, there is an inconsistency in the timing of the migration. Syria’s Civil War

began four years prior to the refugee crisis, so there must have been significant obstacles to
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immigration until 2015. This leads to the second cause of the crisis and the major factor to

explain why Europe was the terminal point for so many displaced people. Through the first

half of 2015, Syrian refugees primarily resided in nearby countries like Turkey where they

share many cultural ties with the natives, notably practicing Islam. Though they preferred

to continue their journeys onward to the safe and economically flourishing European states,

many intermediary nations closed their doors to refugees, so the only options were illegal

methods like clandestine boat rides and walking on railroad tracks at night. Then, on 18

June 2015, Macedonia began distributing three-day asylum permits to sanction transiting

the country en route to other European nations. This lowered both the perilous risks and

financial costs of maritime travel on longer, more convoluted routes by enabling the short

voyage from Turkey to the Greek Islands. The other move which triggered the mass migration

was the public pledge by the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, in September 2015 to

provide temporary residency for refugees. Her television broadcast appears to have persuaded

large numbers of refugees in Turkey to journey to Germany. As a result, other European

countries which also considered welcoming policies, including Austria, Hungary, and Sweden,

likewise opened their doors following Germany’s lead. Now equipped with the motivation to

escape their homeland and the welcome to safely reside in select highly developed European

countries, the refugees rapidly migrated into these host nations.

3.2 Refugee Demographics

By examining the backgrounds of the refugees, we can better understand how they will

interact with the host country labor markets. Germany received nearly 1.4 million first-time

asylum seeker applications from 2015 to 2017, and Sweden 200 thousand. Thereby, the refugee

crisis added 1.8% and 2.2% to each country’s pre-crisis population, respectively. For reference,

the United States has experienced about 0.3% annual net immigration during the past decade,

so Germany and Sweden experienced roughly double that rate solely from refugees during
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the years of the crisis. Thus, the crisis has meaningfully changed the population makeup in

our countries of interest. By contrast, the largest economies in Western Europe, France, the

United Kingdom, and Spain, accepted refugee flows of 0.38%, 0.17%, and 0.13% respectively

during this three-year period. This large discrepancy between migrant flows into Germany and

Sweden versus other highly developed countries is attributed to each host nation’s decision

to set its refugee quota.

From Figure 1, we can see the rapid rise in asylum seeking applications after Germany’s

refugee-welcoming broadcast. Because Sweden’s population is roughly one-eighth of Ger-

many’s, the relative magnitude of their application count in the initial months is much

greater. The roughly 35,000 applications Sweden received each month at the end of 2015

scales to an enormous 4.2% annual population growth. One noteworthy observation is the

difference in the window of high migration flow. In Sweden, nearly all of the refugees arrived

within a four-month window between October 2015 and January 2016. In contrast, Germany

experienced high inflow for more than one year with a peak in September 2016. This disparity

can be explained by political events from both countries. In December 2015, Sweden passed a

temporary law to oblige transportation companies to check passenger identification cards prior

to border crossings. This provided a sufficiently high barrier so many asylum-seekers switched

to entering other countries instead. On the other hand, tens of thousands of migrants poured

into Germany every month as the nation upheld its promise to offer refugee protection. The

sudden drop in late-2016 is due to the EU-Turkey Refugee Agreement in which the European

Union agreed to pay $3.3 billion in aid to Turkey in exchange for mitigating refugee flow

and allowing illegal refugees to be sent back to Turkey from the EU. Though the deal was

finalized in March 2016, the European Border and Coast Guard Agency, the sanctioning

body to enforce the agreement was formed on 6 October 2016. Afterwards, the rate of asylum

seeker applications plummeted to pre-crisis levels.
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Figure 1: First-time Asylum Seeker Applications in Germany and Sweden
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Another of the important features of the migrant population is its relatively low education

and experience levels compared to the native population. Roughly one-half of the refugees do

not have a secondary education while in Germany and Sweden, only about one in ten natives

fits the same classification (Table 1). This supports the idea that migrants compete with

previous migrants for jobs simply because there are so few natives with the same qualifications

as the average refugee. Without proper vocational training or education, the refugees may be

excluded from the high-skilled labor market, in which case the jobs available to them are

those held by other low-skilled people, typically other foreigners in economies as developed

as Germany and Sweden. However, there is significant disparity between ethnic groups of

refugees: 23% of Syrian refugees have a tertiary degree and 62% have at least secondary

education which is markedly greater than the rest of the refugee population (Konle-Seidl).
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Table 1: Educational Attainment in Germany and Sweden

Germany Sweden
Educational Attainment Natives Refugees Natives Refugees

No Schooling/Primary School 30
Lower Secondary Education 14 32 9 48

Upper Secondary Education 59 20 52 22
Tertiary Education 27 18 39 30

Source: OECD, European Parliament, BAMF

They compose half of the refugees considered in the data which includes those who entered

each country through the start of 2016. The other half consists of economic migrants from

West and North Africa and other countries in the Middle East. When the European Union

removed obstacles for entry for refugees, it also allowed hundreds of thousands of people in

those regions access to the better jobs and education available in Europe.

It appears that refugees in Sweden are much more well-qualified than those in Germany

as 30% of them have a tertiary education compared to 18%. By comparing the refugee

education level to that of the natives in each country, we find that Sweden’s native and

refugee populations are more educated than their German counterparts. It may be the case

that higher skilled refugees choose to move to Sweden, which seems to have a labor market

which demands more high-skilled labor. In both countries, the most significant difference

between native and refugee education attainment is access to upper secondary education.

Although the migrant originating countries all have education infrastructure for secondary

education, this disparity can be explained by the need for children in less-developed countries

to leave school and work to help provide for their families and the general lack of demand for

high-skilled labor.

Additionally, the asylum seekers are much younger than the native populations in each

country. Refugees must journey to an unfamiliar country facing challenges like learning

language and establishing themselves in a new community, so most are between the ages of
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18 and 40. There are very few adolescents, and fewer than 1% of refugees are more than 65

years old. The population pyramid overlay in Figure 2 contrasts the population structure

of natives to foreign-born citizens in Germany. The top of the pyramid shows a trench for

the population around age 70 to 73; this age group represents the struggling birth rates

following World War II. The relative youth of the foreign-born population predicts high future

growth, not only because of their youth but also their 50% higher fertility rates (Germany

Birth Rate). In other words, the refugees bolster Germany’s population on two fronts: first

through their initial migration which immediately adds two million people to the national

economy and second by increasing birth rates and decreasing death rates for the future. In

fact, Germany was famously the first developed country to experience negative population

growth in 2005 when net migration first failed to offset the population decline from natural

decrease. The population shrank nearly two percent over the next five years to a low in 2010.

With the influx of refugees, Germany has pushed back this decline; demographers estimate

that the country will not fall back to its 2010 population until 2045 (Germany Population).

As population shrinkage leads to significant issues such as deflation, economic pressures on

growing welfare need, declining tax base, and labor shortage, the refugees offer European

nations a kind of economic relief by delaying this phenomenon.
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Figure 2: Age Structure of Native and Foreign-born Populations in Germany, 1 January 2018

Source: Eurostat (online data code: migr_pop2ctz)

When examining the same population breakdown for Sweden in Figure 3, we draw similar

conclusions. One notable distinction is that Sweden is still experiencing natural population

growth while Germany hasn’t in almost two decades. However, there is some evidence from

the population pyramid that the native population will begin to shrink in the relatively near

future since there are fewer natives aged 0 to 20 than aged 40 to 60. That is, we expect the

dependency ratio of natives to increase. The data also show that the foreign-born population

in Sweden is even more concentrated in the working ages than in Germany. When considering

fertility rates, we observe the same pattern: Swedish natives show 20% higher fertility rates

than the aging German natives, but foreign-born Swedes exhibit 30% higher rates than the

Swedish natives (Tomlinson). Consequently, demographers expect Sweden’s total population

to continue growing through the 21st century (Sweden Population).
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Figure 3: Age Structure of Native and Foreign-born Populations in Sweden, 1 January 2018

Source: Eurostat (online data code: migr_pop2ctz)

4 Labor Market Effects

We can define successful immigration from the perspective of the refugees and of the

host nations. On the side of the refugees, the adults should have integration programs to

familiarize themselves with local language and culture. Ideally, after completion of such a

program, the refugees can enter the labor market and offer competitive skills to secure jobs

with sufficient wages to support themselves and their families. Alternatively, they can pursue

better education or vocational skills in these host countries in order to earn better wages in

the future. Host nations pay upfront costs to fund integration programs as well as welfare for

migrants who struggle initially to find jobs. This includes unemployment benefits, temporary

housing, and health insurance. They also must accommodate more children in public schools,
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more traffic in already busy cities, and so on. Then, in return, the host countries hope to

receive significant benefits in the future. Two metrics to consider are the GDP growth rate

and tax revenue. With an inflow of working age refugees, the dependency ratio will decrease

while the need for more jobs leads to higher output. Preferably, the labor market can offset

the greater supply of labor with a sufficient increase in demand such that wages, particularly

those of natives, are unaffected. Tax revenue will increase as the value of total national

income and assets increases.

4.1 Refugee Outcomes

During the beginning of the integration period, refugees live in emergency shelters funded

by the government while their asylum applications are processed. In both Germany and

Sweden, all children with asylum status are eligible to attend public schooling. Between the

two countries, more than 80 thousand children arrived unaccompanied, so integrating them

with education and additional language and culture programs is especially costly. Although

there are concerns from the government side on providing funding and hiring enough skilled

teachers, the refugee children have been able to assimilate into school life smoothly. The

two methods used to provide schooling to the migrants are integrating them within existing

classrooms and creating separate classrooms with teachers more specialized in dealing with

issues such as language barriers, overaged students, or issues of trauma (Dryden-Peterson).

That there are so few adolescents in the refugee population means there have been few

dedicated programs to help refugees move from secondary to post-secondary education; most

are for previously working professionals to advance or pivot their careers. If in the future

refugee children have the same access to German and Swedish universities as other immigrants

and natives, they will pay large dividends to the economy both as laborers and consumers.

More immediately relevant is the labor outcomes of working age refugees. In Germany,

there are several federally funded programs for language and occupational training. In a
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relatively small sample of the refugees who arrived through 2016, fifty percent participated in

one or more of these courses (Table 2). Upon arrival, more than ninety percent of the refugees

have no German language knowledge, but many know it is central to landing a stable job.

As shown in the right-hand column of Table 2, by the end of 2016, one-sixth of 2016 entrants

and one-third of 2015 entrants had proficiency in speaking, reading, and writing German.

Previous data on migration waves indicates that the language ability of the refugees should

continue to increase rapidly, especially as the flow of new migrants has slowed significantly

(Brücker). One concern involves refugees with children as they show markedly lower rates

of proficiency than those without children (Figure 4). This may be because refugees with

children are likely older with more work experience than those without, so they may find

jobs more easily than the younger refugees because of their prior occupational training which

diminishes the need to learn German. However, there is also the possibility that refugees

with children are barred from dedicated language learning because the need to earn wages is

more urgent.
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Table 2: Refugee participation in language courses and language proficiency, as achieved by
the end of 2016

Integration
Course

ESF-BAMF-
course

BA-program
with

language
support

Other
German
courses

Good or
very good
language
proficiency

2013 46 15 9 63 36
2014 60 14 19 54 48
2015 50 8 12 51 33
2016 40 4 5 42 17
All 50 9 12 51 33
Observations 5413 5327 5444 5409 5543
Source: Brücker, Herbert, et al.

Figure 4: Proportion of refugees with language proficiency, by children in the household
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Upon completion of the integration programs of which Germany requires 600 hours

of language courses and 100 hours of history and culture courses, refugees are entitled to

federal aid on university or vocational training programs and are eligible to enter the labor

market. As expected, the employment rate of refugees is extremely low; while three-quarters

of natives and other foreign-born immigrants are employed on average since 2015, only

one-quarter of the 2015 refugee cohort was employed by the end of 2016 (Table 3). The

Institute for Employment Research defines the qualification levels as follows: low skill means

no professional or academic qualifications, medium skill is some work experience or the

equivalent of post-secondary education, and high skill is defined by a polytechnic or university

degree. We observe that 5% more low-skilled refugees are employed than high-skilled refugees

which is attributed to the difficulty in immediately transitioning between skilled jobs without

proper language training. The integration programs help high-skilled migrants most in this

sense, as the DIW Berlin predicts that nearly 90% will be employed in fifteen years. Over all

qualification levels, the refugees will converge to the rest of the nation’s seventy-five percent

employment by 2030. This prediction uses both historical data on immigrant assimilation in

Germany as well as employment trends for the newest refugees, and it is consistent with the

results of immigration economics literature.
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Table 3: Employment among 18 to 64 year olds in the 2015 German refugee cohort by skill
level

2015 2016 2017 2020 2025 2030
Dependent employment rate

low 15.9 26.7 36.8 43.6 60.2 64.8
medium 9.7 20.6 32.9 50.2 66.7 72.4Qualification level
high 10.5 21.2 35.1 48.5 73.7 78.3
all 14.4 25.0 35.7 46.3 64.0 69.6

Self-employment rate
low 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 2.4 2.4

medium 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.9 6.9 6.9Qualification level
high 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.2 9.2 9.2
all 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 4.8 4.8

Employment rate
low 15.9 26.7 36.8 46.0 62.6 67.2

medium 9.7 20.6 32.9 57.1 73.5 79.3Qualification level
high 10.5 21.2 35.1 57.7 82.9 87.5
all 14.4 25.0 35.7 51.1 68.8 74.4

Source: Bach, et al.

Regarding the types of jobs refugees in which are employed, most are in jobs that do not

match their qualifications. In fact, 31 percent are overqualified for their jobs while 25 percent

are not formally qualified (Brücker). The overqualified workers come with language barriers

and non transferable skill from previous occupations which hinders them from performing

jobs and earning wages which are more fit to their experience. On the contrary, significant

numbers of refugees are employed in jobs which they legally do not have qualifications for in

Germany but otherwise can quickly adapt to the new country such as car mechanics and

manufacturing. So, from the sample they are considered underqualified for legal purposes.

From Table 4, we see that a large share of the discrepancy between positions before and after

immigration comes from the sharp decrease in self-employment. As self-employment typically
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requires knowledge of the local language, a significant personal and professional network, and

dedicated time commitment, the percentage of self-employment drops from 33 percent to 3

percent post-migration. Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest that refugees do not

add significant negative shocks to the employment opportunities of natives but instead fill in

the gaps of employment wherever necessary. If they did directly compete with natives, we

would observe a high correlation between a refugee’s qualification level and the skill level

of their actual occupations. However, that the refugees have mismatching between those

two parameters implies that many new migrants find employment in jobs and industries

which have high labor demand at the time. Because native workers are scarce and relatively

expensive, employers can enter the refugee labor market to hire overqualified immigrants who

are looking for any type of job that provides income income, at least in the short run.
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Table 4: Employment among 18 to 64 year olds in the 2015 German refugee cohort by skill
level

Before arrival In Germany
Total Men Women Total Men Women

Occupational position
Blue-collar workers 30 33 18 40 42 21

White-collar workers 33 29 50 35 34 4
With supervisory status 10 9 11 1 1 2

Self-employed 33 35 25 3 3 3
Civil-servants and public employees 3 3 6 5 5 14

Apprenticeships and interns - - - 17 17 18
Observations 1575 1238 337 731 637 94

Skill level
Semi- and unskilled tasks 15 16 11 47 4 61

Skilled tasks 65 66 57 48 50 27
Complex specialist tasks 6 6 7 2 2 3

Highly complex expert tasks 15 13 26 3 3 9
Observations 3340 2636 704 767 668 99

Source: Brücker, Herbert, et al.

So, we assume that refugees of all skill levels earn lower wages than equally skilled

natives because the supply of refugee labor has increased dramatically post-crisis. Table

5 includes the ratio of daily wages of employed refugees to the median full-time wage in

Germany and the actual average earnings, both partitioned by qualification level. The wage

predictions for 2020, 2025, and 2030 were constructed using a combination of current refugee

wage trends and historical data on migrant integration in Germany. Note that the daily

earnings are a simple average over all days of the week rather than over only week days, so

the monthly wages are roughly 30 times the listed daily wages. This means that low-skilled

wages average 10 euros per hour, medium-skilled 12.2 euros per hour, and high-skilled 13.6

euros per hour within the first year of arrival. By comparison, the average wage for native
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workers was 19.6 euros per hour. Moreover, Germany sets its minimum wage based on its

internal calculations of the current living wage; starting in 2015, it was 8.5 euros per hour.

Thus, even low-skilled refugees have a decent standard of living when employed. Mirroring

the labor outcomes of previous immigrants, Bach, et al. predict that income convergence

will lead to refugees earning roughly 28 percent lower wages than natives fifteen years after

migration. It is clear that low-skilled workers will face a more discouraging wage convergence

as their relative wages are consistently more than ten percent lower than those of high-skilled

workers. For all skill levels however, this backwards-looking approach suggests there is a soft

upper bound on the wages of foreign-born workers relative to native workers, but Germany’s

aging population may be reason to believe the migrant-crisis refugees will not face the same

limits as previous immigrants. As the jobs currently held by older natives are vacated over

the next two decades, the need to replace them to sustain the same productivity will drive

labor demand upwards. Since there are fewer young German natives than old, foreign-born

workers will fill the remaining positions, pushing their wages closer to average native wages.

Whether this narrative comes into fruition cannot be determined now and will be a topic of

high relevance in ten years or so.

When examining the labor market outcomes of Sweden, it is important to first con-

sider how the integration programs differ from those in Germany. In general, the Swedish

government is much more involved with helping support the new refugees, so its invest-

ment in these programs is substantial. Once arriving to the migration centers set up in

major cities like Stockholm, refugees are dispersed to all municipalities in the country on

a population-proportion basis. Once settled into refugee temporary shelter, they have a

dedicated integration program to complete. Those with subsidiary protection, meaning they

do not qualify for refugee status but are at risk of persecution if returned to their home

country, are required to complete the program while for other migrants, it is voluntary. The

two-year program begins with government workers assessing each participant’s language,

education, and vocational skills to create a program track with language training, civic
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Table 5: Daily earnings of the 2015 refugee cohort by skill level in Germany

2015-2017 2020 2025 2030
Daily earnings
relative to median

low 50.9 59.1 62.3 65.9
medium 62.2 69.1 72.1 76.6Qualification level
high 69.1 74.9 77.8 77.4
all 54.4 63.5 67.9 71.8

Daily earnings (in
Euros)

low 54.4 62.6 68.2 68.2
medium 66.5 73.2 79.3 79.3Qualification level
high 73.9 79.3 80.1 80.1
all 58.1 67.3 74.4 74.4

Source: Bach, et al.
1 Earnings relative to dependent full-time workers (in percent)

integration, and labor market training. Beyond the obvious benefits of this program for

refugees, they are further incentivized by the tax-exempt monthly salary of 710 euros (Joyce).

So, the program participants are paid roughly one-third of Sweden’s average net salary for

the two years which is even more appealing to migrants because the average skill level of

native Swedes is very high. With the high participation rate of the integration program and

the individualized approach to providing the necessary resources for successful integration,

we expect that the refugees in Sweden will have relatively good labor market outcomes in the

future.

Unlike Germany, Sweden is more hesitant to release data on refugees from the migrant

crisis and their labor market outcomes. One reason is that Sweden generally limits refugees

to the unskilled sector until they have attained the necessary education and language skills

as determined by the government (Sweden Country Report). So, the current employment

rate of refugees is very low. The employment rate one year after migration is a miniscule
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12%, less than half that of Germany’s 25%. Some highly skilled migrants with professional

experience or graduate degrees can earn special permissions to work in skilled labor as soon

as they arrive such as doctors (Lindeburg). This heavy restriction on labor market entry

adds more popular appeal to the refugee integration program. Nonetheless, we can still study

the limited data about the 2015-2017 cohort of refugees as well as literature written about

the wage and employment outcomes of previous refugees in Sweden.

Figure 5 shows the employment rate of refugees by years of residence. There is a clear

employment gap between natives and refugees which shrinks as years since migration increases,

but the gap never closes. One explanation combines the relatively weak qualifications of

refugees compared to the natives along with the fact that low-skilled labor constitutes only

5% of of total jobs (Robinson and Käppeli). Thus, the large majority of jobs require education

and job experience even beyond that provided by the integration program. For this reason,

the mismatching of refugee qualifications with prospective jobs in Sweden may be even larger

than in Germany. However, in Table 6, we see the number of job openings throughout

Sweden from 2016 to 2018 by quarter. The number of job openings in each quarter is the

four-quarter running mean to remove seasonality. First, from the right-hand column, there is

a clear upward trend in job openings to accommodate the huge inflow of migrants. When we

consider annual growth of one quarter from a year prior to avoid seasonal biases, we find

that every quarter has positive growth. In three years from 2016 to 2018, the number of job

openings increased by more than 45%. Importantly, there is also a shift in the distribution of

job openings towards unskilled labor. Although slight, this change means the economy is

adjusting to fit refugee qualifications more aptly. There is little data on the wage outcomes of

this refugee cohort because many are still participating in the two-year integration program,

so this will require further examination when the bulk of refugees fully enter the labor market.
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Figure 5: Employment Rate of Working-Age Refugees by Years of Residence in Sweden
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Source: Joyce, Patrick. 2017.

On the effectiveness of the integration program, the Swedish government published a

report including the proportion of participants in full-time work or university 90 days after

completing the program (Figure 6). If we assume the distribution of types of jobs that the

refugees enter remained constant during this time, then the data show a slight improvement

in the effectiveness of the program. In particular, the program was very ineffective in 2014

when the flow of refugees first started to grow significantly. This may be explained in part

because expectations of labor demand were lower than actual demand. With the 1.5%

population shock in 2015, it is likely employers did not hire many refugees in 2014 solely

because they did not expect to ramp up production so much in the near future. By 2017,

the average percentage was still a meager 31%. While Figure 6 is concerned with only the

labor outcomes of refugees in the integration program, Table 7 partitions the population into
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Table 6: Job Openings in Sweden, Quarterly from 2016 to 2018

Quarter A-S total,
business
sector

Unskilled
Job

Openings

Skilled Job
Openings

Unskilled
Openings
Percentage

Growth
YOY

Percentage
2016Q1 62768 26894 35873 42.8 -
2016Q2 65138 27746 37392 42.6 14.6
2016Q3 67228 29592 37636 44.0 15.3
2016Q4 69226 30552 38674 44.1 13.5
2017Q1 71806 31639 40167 44.1 14.2
2017Q2 74172 33522 40650 45.2 12.7
2017Q3 77560 34084 43476 43.9 21.5
2017Q4 79929 35442 44487 44.3 14.1
2018Q1 83018 36844 46174 44.4 14.9
2018Q2 85621 37590 48030 43.9 12.4
2018Q3 86319 38359 47960 44.4 3.7
2018Q4 86653 38358 48296 44.3 1.7

Source: Statistics Sweden

Non-EU-born, EU-born foreign, and native populations and includes several labor statistics.

Note that the Non-EU-born population includes not only the refugees from this migrant crisis

but also previous refugees and non-EU economic migrants from before 2015; refugees from

this crisis constitute about 41% of this group (Europa). From these data, we can observe

many similarities between Germany and Sweden’s refugee labor outcomes, especially with the

proportion of overqualified workers. With the relative youth of the refugees, we may expect

that labor market participation of Non-EU-born immigrants eventually grows to exceed both

the other two subgroups. While more EU-born immigrants and native workers retire due to

their relatively old age, the refugees’ labor market participation will increase as they integrate

into the economy over the next decade. As the flow of immigrants from outside the EU has

slowed to nearly zero, the integration of the refugees should continue to improve the outcomes

of both the migrants and the country.
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Table 7: Labor market statistics for Non-EU-born vs. EU-born population in Sweden, 2017

Non-EU-born
Population

EU-born Foreign
Population

Native
Population

Employment 60.1 77.6 80.0
Unemployment 19.8 7.2 4.5

Labor Market Participation 75.0 84.0 83.8
Overqualified Workers 34.8 21.9 11.0

Source: OECD

Figure 6: Persons in work or study – 90 days after finishing the Swedish two-year introduction

program
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4.2 National Outcomes

From the perspective of the German and Swedish governments, their decisions to accept

the sheer number of refugees they did had both a humanitarian and an economic motivation.

As discussed, both nations benefit greatly from the relative youth of the refugees, irrespective

of their lower education and vocational skills. A large migration flow will lead to a sustainably

higher demand of goods and, subsequently, labor. Their youth also significantly delays the

issues of aging populations such as a declining tax bases and potential labor shortage. In

return, Germany and Sweden will bear the financial burden of integrating so many foreigners

into their respective economies over the next decade. Because the crisis ended about one year

ago, it is not feasible to precisely isolate the effect of the refugees on the two economies and

impossible to extrapolate current data into worthwhile predictions. Instead, we can consider

other methods which aim to predict the changes to each economy based on known factors

such as current and expected fiscal contributions to integration programs and expected gains

to output demand due to general characteristics like the average consumption per person.

We expect the refugees to adversely affect the economies in the short-term and bolster them

in the medium and long-term.

Considering the refugees who entered Germany in 2015 and 2016, the German Institute

for Economic Research constructed a twenty-year prediction model for the projected changes

to GDP (Fratzscher and Junker). The authors define a best-case, base-case, and worst-case

scenario based on a multiplier effect parameter. This effect assumes there is a positive shock

to output beyond the actual additional consumption of refugees which comes from a larger

labor force, greater corresponding capital investment, and gradual expansion of government

demand. The three scenarios are equivalent to multiplier effects of 50%, 25%, and 0% (or

1.5x, 1.25x, and 1x) respectively. From Figure 7, even in the best-case scenario, the economy

loses roughly 0.5% of its total GDP in the first two years because of the huge financial costs

of integration. Then, as the original refugees successfully assimilate, the integration programs
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can focus on newer refugees and reduce total expenditure. In this scenario, the growth to

GDP begins in 2018. In the base scenario and worst-case scenario, the benefits start to

outweigh the upfront costs by 2021 and 2026 respectively. In each projected outcome, the

refugees add a significant amount to GDP through the twenty years, ranging from 0.4% to

1.4%. However, these outcomes, especially in the worst-case, are difficult to interpret because

this analysis ignores time-discounting. For studying these economic outcomes, the risks and

their potential effects are ambiguous, so we cannot arrive at a simple risk-priced discount

rate as we can with simple financial assets. It is possible that the net positive effect to GDP

in the worst-case scenario occurs so far in the future that Germany’s financial investment

would be better allocated to other programs. On the other hand, one reason this may not be

critical to the analysis is because the two countries are already on the path of integrating

the 2% population shock to their respective economies. It is important to take the initial

financial burden as given, and then determine the spectrum of macroeconomic outcomes in

order to best prepare for the future.
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Figure 7: Projected changes in GDP as a result of refugee migration to Germany
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Table 8: Interest-sensitivity of present value of Germany refugee integration as a percentage
of GDP

Discount Rate
0% 1% 2% 3%

Best Case 1.41 1.28 1.16 1.03
Baseline 0.90 0.79 0.68 0.57
Worst Case 0.38 0.25 0.12 -0.01
Source: Fratzscher and Junker, own calculations

Nonetheless, in Table 8, I perform interest-sensitivity analysis on the net present benefits

of accepting and integrating these refugees. Using Fratzscher and Junker’s analysis as

a starting point, I consider several reasonable interest rates which are selected based on

the current bond rate in Germany and historical average yields. The historical yields are

considered due to the unusual yield curve in Germany; even ten-year bonds currently pay

negative interest. It does not make sense for consumers to buy bonds because they are able

to earn at least zero interest by simply holding their own wealth. Typically, only corporations

hold these bonds due to federal regulations on wealth allocation into specific assets. Thus, we

should consider that the German government can borrow at roughly 0% interest right now,

but in a more normally functioning bond market, this long-term borrowing has a non-trivial

interest rate. For example, in the United Kingdom, 10-year bonds have about 1% yield while

in the United States, the 10-year rate has floated between 2-3% over the past five years. This

sensitivity analysis shows that in nearly every situation, the net effects of refugee integration

on GDP are positive. Only with the worst-case outcome and a very high relative interest

rate of 3% does Fratzscher and Junker’s model estimate a negative effect: a near negligible

-0.01%.

In Sweden, the benefits from successful integration net of costs will come later because

a smaller share of its refugee population is of working age than Germany’s. While the

integration costs per refugee are roughly the same, the smaller proportional increase in labor

market participation means total productivity will grow more slowly in Sweden at first.
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However, one important distinction is that a large proportion of refugees in Sweden are under

age 18, while less than 1% are over age 65. So, the labor market participation of the refugee

population will grow not only because of integration efforts of current working-age adults but

also the natural growth of the working-age population over the next decade. Using the same

assumptions of labor market participation, unemployment rate, and total costs as Fratzscher

and Junker’s prediction of Germany’s economy, Figure 8 displays the net effect to GDP

of the refugees in Sweden. As expected, before discounting, the benefits start to outweigh

the integration costs about two years later than in Germany. However, with the refugees

constituting a larger proportion of the overall population, the total effect reached in two

decades is significantly larger. Then, Table 9 reports the same interest-sensitivity analysis on

Sweden’s economic outcomes from 2015 to 2035. Since 2015, Sweden has held its 10-year

bond yield around or below 1%, so the same interest rates are considered in this analysis as

in Table 8. Because of the larger relative migrant flow, even in the worst-case outcome with

high discounting, the net effect is still positive, albeit small.
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Table 9: Interest-sensitivity of present value of Sweden refugee integration as a percentage of
GDP

Discount Rate
0% 1% 2% 3%

Best-Case 2.15 1.92 1.69 1.46
Base 1.52 1.31 1.11 0.90
Worst Case 0.74 0.56 0.38 0.20
Source: Fratzscher and Junker, own calculations

Figure 8: Projected changes in GDP as a result of refugee migration to Sweden
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5 Political Consequences

Despite the predicted benefits the refugee crisis will bring to Germany and Sweden’s

respective economies, there has been a steady shift in the political atmosphere in both

nations coinciding with growing discontent among natives. So, anti-immigration sentiments

are becoming increasingly salient, though the large majority of natives still approve of the

integration efforts. In Germany, the Alternative for Germany (AfD) party is the main

proponent for closing the country’s borders, particularly to non-EU foreigners. Formed in

2012 during the European debt crisis following the global recession, the AfD is a far-right

party focused on German nationalism. It first garnered significant support in the 2013

federal election, just missing the 5% threshold needed for participation in the Bundestag, the

German parliament. Then, with 7.1% support in the 2014 European election, the AfD elected

seven members to the European parliament. Although Angela Merkel, current chancellor of

Germany, and her party, the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), still hold the plurality of

parliament seats, the AfD became the third-most represented party after the 2017 federal

election. As such, there are some concerns that the federal government would reverse its

stance on the refugee situation in the future and send the refugees back either to Turkey

through the EU-Turkey deal or to their home countries immediately following their asylum

status expirations.

Being focused on German nationalism, the AfD’s primary issue regarding the refugees is

their potentially adverse effects to German natives’ wages, and in extreme cases, to German

cultural identity. On the effect to native worker wages, we have determined that there are

ambiguous effects of immigration on average income and employment rates for both native

workers and previous-immigrant workers. Existing literature in immigration economics shows

we expect negative consequences to these groups, but researchers have failed to precisely

isolate the effects. It is possible that native wages will ultimately be hurt by the refugees,

probably with slowed growth rate rather than an actual decline, but there is little power to
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claims on either side of the debate. However, we are fairly certain that aggregate output will

increase eventually, even when considering the opportunity cost of federal funding. In fact,

because the German native workforce is shrinking as the population ages and the high-skilled

German workers will be difficult to sufficiently replace with refugees in the immediate future,

it is possible the GDP growth due to refugees will lead to an increase in employment rate

and income of German natives.

From the political side, the AfD often appeals to working-class Germans by pushing

statistics of increased crime rates in areas with many refugees as well as emphasizing

the government’s shift from budget surplus to budget deficit due to integration funding.

Additionally, the AfD’s extreme views on German identity have actually deterred the party’s

ability to push anti-immigration reforms. Many voters are hesitant to side with the party

which has been labeled as “neo-Nazi” and “anti-Islam” for their negative historical associations.

So, even if the AfD makes reasonable arguments on the negative economic consequences of

refugee integration, it is improbable that the government’s majority stance on the immigrants

will change during the next several election cycles.

In Sweden, the far-right party, the Sweden Democrats, attracted roughly 17.5% of the

Swedish electorate in their 2018 election, two-and-a-half times more than the AfD in Germany.

In a strictly economic sense, this is a surprising result because the higher average skill of

Swedish labor relative to German labor suggests that it will be more difficult for refugees

to replace native workers and therefore, hurt native employment and wages. However, one

explanation is that the Sweden Democrats party is more focused on the economic strain than

social strain of immigrants. Thus, there are fewer associations with negative ideologies such

as Nazism. The party aims to reallocate funds used for refugee integration to increase social

security, decrease taxes for the elderly, and building infrastructure to combat climate change.

More generally, its platform supports programs which have benefits better guaranteed to help

the native population, and the uncertainty involved with the current immigration policy is
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bad for social welfare. Unlike in Germany where the other parties in parliament refuse to

compromise with the AfD and their extreme positions on many issues, the Swedish Democrats

have started negotiations with another minor party, the Christian Democrats, for their shared

stances on elderly care and promoting native worker employment rates. Though the two

groups together comprise only 24% of parliament, their cooperation is a growing threat to

the current immigration policy. There is a nontrivial chance that in the next election in 2022,

a coalition of conservative parties will overtake the current center-left governing coalition

with 33% of seats. If this happens, it is very likely that refugees, particularly those who

have yet to attain the proper educational or job training, will be deported as soon as their

asylum protection expires. Since the original temporary residence permit lasts three years

with options for two-year extensions and the large majority of refugees entered prior to 2016,

a shift in parliamentary power during the next election will certainly jeopardize the refugees’

integration.

The most harmful potential outcome of the refugee crisis will occur if Germany or Sweden

decides to abandon their integration programs in the near future. As stated, the costs of

integrating the hundreds of thousands of refugees are largely paid upfront with administrative

costs like asylum application processing and welfare payments for unemployment and emer-

gency shelter. As seen in this discussion, the benefits will start to outweigh the costs likely

in the next two or three years as labor market participation of the refugee adults greatly

increases while children and adolescents have attained access to the education which increases

their human capital for the future. Especially after the next federal elections in Germany

and Sweden, in 2021 and 2022 respectively, a decision then to appeal to anti-immigration

sentiments will mean all the integration costs will be sunk while few of the benefits are gained.

Of course, this will require reevaluation when this issue becomes salient again during these

elections, but with our current understanding of the economic outcomes of the refugee crisis

now and in the future, we should be hesitant to stray from the path set forth.
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6 Conclusion

The impact of the European Refugee Crisis on both the host nations and the immigrants

themselves is central to modern research on immigration economics. This migration phe-

nomenon differs from others in recent history by the magnitude of migrant flow in a relatively

brief period and by the stark differences between native and refugee demographics and skill

levels. As such, we cannot simply apply the results of previous immigration research to make

useful predictions of the economic consequences of the refugee crisis. Furthermore, existing

literature has yet to isolate the effects of immigration on labor market outcomes. Economists

agree that native and foreign-born workers are imperfect substitutes, and they should primary

participate in separate submarkets. However, for reasons still unknown, applying the same

models to study seemingly alike immigration waves has not yielded consistent results. That

is, we still cannot explain why our observations of post-immigration labor markets differs

from our current understanding of economic theory.

Nonetheless, the past forty years of immigration economics have given insight to an

increasing number of confounding factors which may explain these observed deviations. Early

work by Chiswick and Borjas identified issues with panel datasets; for example, because

economic migrants are a more motivated subset of their originating country’s population, self-

selecting bias led initial studies of Mexican immigrants wrongly suggested that foreign-born

workers can sustain wage growth much higher than that of US native workers. Additionally,

while we generally accept that native and immigrant workers are not perfect substitutes,

further studies indicated that cross-price elasticity between the two groups was variable

over both education and experience levels. By partitioning immigrant flow into education-

experience cells, it is easy to observe that inflow varies significantly between cells and over

time. So, shocks to one education-experience subgroup could cause noticeable changes to its

labor market outcomes, but researchers may have failed to observe these effects previously

when considering only population-level statistics like the grand mean. More recently, analysis
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of worker productivity shows that low-skilled immigration increases total factor productivity

which increases wages of all workers. Between the positive effect to wages due to productivity

gains and the negative effect to wages from increased labor competition, the net effect of

immigration on native workers remains ambigious. The existing literature continues to evolve

in attempt to encapsulate more of these insights so that economists can recognizes the

mechanisms by which immigration affects our economies.

Instead of applying a statistical model which uses our best estimates of economic

parameters to directly estimate future effects to the economies of Germany and Sweden,

this paper looks at which factors may require additional consideration such as the high-cost

integration programs and youth of the refugees relative to the aging native populations.

By examining more measurable characteristics like effectiveness of language programs and

contrasts between native and refugee population pyramids, I analyze the current situation

from the perspective of both the refugee and host nations to build upon our understanding

of potential outcomes. In this research, the increase in aggregate output, realized over twenty

years, exceeds the large fixed costs paid to integrate the refugees, even when incorporating

discount rates markedly larger than current borrowing rates. In the baseline scenarios with a

reasonable 1% discount rate, I estimate that the refugees who entered between 2015 and 2017

will ultimately yield a net increase to GDP in Germany and Sweden with a present value of

0.79% and 1.31% respectively.

Finally, when using this method similar to Discounted Cash Flow analysis, it is important

to remember that we are not estimating net present value to determine whether to accept

refugees currently flowing into the European Union. Rather, because the refugees are already

in these new labor markets, we should make immigration policy decisions moving forward

which incorporate our best predictions of their economic effects in the future. It is clear from

the current research that a decision to deport the refugees in the near future, at which point

Germany and Sweden will have already paid the bulk of integration costs, is very harmful
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to their respective economies. The effects of the European Refugee Crisis warrant further

research over the next several decades as the issues of aging populations and low-skilled

immigration become salient to more highly developed countries, and the ongoing assimilation

in Germany and Sweden offers economists an effective natural expirement. Future studies on

this demographic phenomenon will yield a better understanding of how the global economy,

particularly in human capital, will change over the course of this century.
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